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Dataset Search
A Google approach to 
data discovery.



Open data...

… improves research quality

… saves money

… promotes innovation



Findable

Accessible

Interoperable

Reusable

Wilkinson et al. 2016



Findable

Wilkinson et al. 2016

F1. (meta)data are assigned a globally unique and eternally persistent 
identifier.

F2. data are described with rich metadata.

F3. (meta)data are registered or indexed in a searchable resource.

F4. metadata specify the data identifier.



Nature Scientific Data 
recommends 58 repositories

License for the image:

*

http://search.datacite.org
https://www.nature.com/sdata/policies/repositories
http://re3data.org
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/


Our mission is to organize the 
world’s information and make it 

universally accessible and useful.



It's a search engine
It's a search engine 

over metadata

What is Dataset Search?



Proprietary + Confidential

● No need to access the actual data
● Supports special cases such as:

○ User agreements
○ Approval requirements
○ Fees

A search engine over metadata



dataset name

description

temporal coverage

provider



It's a search engine
It's a search engine 

over metadata

It's a search engine 
over metadata

from data providers

What is Dataset Search?



Why schema.org?

● It's an open standard
● Adoption driven by use in other search products
● Embedded in HTML
● Anybody can read and crawl this metadata

○ And build tools over it
● It is really easy to add it. We promise!

Why schema.org?



Schema.org - so simple it fits in a tweet

<script type="application/ld+json">
{
  "@context": "https://schema.org",
  "@type": "Dataset",
  "name": "My dataset",
  "description": "Description of my dataset"
}
</script>



Proprietary + Confidential

Open ecosystem: 
any data provider 

can join

Metadata: open
Data: can be open, 

require a license, 
etc.

Open standards:
Web-friendly, 

community based



Proprietary + Confidential

20,000,000 
datasets

4,000 
data repositories



Thank You



Proprietary + Confidential

Resources

g.co/DatasetSearch

● Developer documentation: 
https://developers.google.com/search/docs/data-types/dataset 

● Mailing list for data providers:
https://groups.google.com/forum/#!forum/datasetsearch-announce 

 

Source:  https://pixabay.com/photos/confused-hands-up-unsure-perplexed-2681507/

https://developers.google.com/search/docs/data-types/dataset
https://groups.google.com/forum/#!forum/datasetsearch-announce

